What Program Student Learning Outcome(s) (PSLO/s or PSAO/s) will your Department assess this semester?


What course(s)/activities in your program address this PSLO/PSAO?

English Writing 101; English Writing 300; HCD 110; HCD 310; Program Activities

Which activities will you utilize to assess the PSLO/PSAO?

Direct observation of actions and performance
Assessment of student products/creative works
Analysis of student work
Employee assessments
Program records check
Program Effectiveness
Guided Discussions
Other: 1.00

Who will participate?

Diop Scholar Students, Teresa Aldredge, Research Office

Who will be responsible for developing this common assessment tool?

Survey tool was already developed several years ago by the Research office

When will the assessments be completed?

At the end of each semester (since 2006)

What is the plan for collating the data? Who will do it? When will it be completed?

Program SLO Course Assessment Surveys have been tabulated over the years; a review of one question will be analyzed more thoroughly to address the PLO 3

What is the plan for analyzing, summarizing and reflecting on the data? When will this take place?

Surveys are already analyzed however they will be summarized in this report.
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